
If the endpoint is the new workplace, employee experiences really start and end with the device 

that they are using. What better experience is there than M365, and what better endpoint than the 
device built to be the best expression of this: Surface.

As you are having EA Renewal discussions with your M365 customers, this is a great time to look 

wholistically across their Modern Work environment, and drive a more inclusive stack, including 
Surface - a secure endpoint, optimized for hybrid work.

Why Surface for EA Renewals

Simplify IT processes
Zero-touch deployment and 

remote management drives down 

costs and reduces complexity

Increase employee 

productivity & retention
Flexible, premium devices let 

people work and collaborate 

naturally, from anywhere

Enhance security from 

chip to cloud
Inherently secure Surface devices 

enable a zero-trust security model, 

extending across the entire stack

Get best available pricing
Eligible customers with an upcoming 

EA renewal can take advantage of 

our deepest in-market Surface offer1

Customer Benefits

Optimize your EA 

with Surface

Myth Busters

Resources
• Review the Surface EA Integration Page 

on SRA for all available assets, 

including target lists, orchestration 

guidance, and customer assets

Most Important Question!
As you think about modernizing your 

[INSERT CUSTOMER NEED] with [CLOUD 

SOLUTION] how are you thinking about 

updating your end point solutions and 

device strategy to support? 

Next Steps
• Meet with your Surface Champ

• Review your eligible accounts on the list

• Identify your first few targets from the 

FY23 Surface EA Integration Target List

• Leverage the available assets to engage 

with your customers

• Work in co-sell partnership with the 

Microsoft aligned SSPs

Why include Surface in your EA Renewal: 

Seller Benefits

Increase cloud consumption & customer satisfaction4

Customers using Surface have a higher propensity to buy and use the full Microsoft stack. 

4x higher 

ACR
5x higher 

Teams MAU

6x more 

M365 licenses

7x more 

E5 licenses

Surface is designed for the modern 

workplace: Touchscreen capabilities allow 

teams to work together using natural 

gestures and motions, seamless integration 

between Surface hardware and productivity 

tools on the go, detachable keyboard for 

tablet form factor, Surface Pro LTE Advanced 

enables mobility, modern management and 

security from chip to cloud.

Surface is too much work for 

limited impact to my comp
Surface Champs will own all follow 

ups and next steps for qualified Surface 

opportunities. Partner Account 

Executives or MW Specialists need to 

make the customer introduction and 

reinforce Surface consideration.

Surface will stall/hurt my 

EA negotiation
Customers are going to purchase 

devices annually regardless of their 

upcoming EA. Surface also has a 

different sales cycle than cloud which 

requires discussions to start well in 

advance of an EA. Most companies 

have a separate budget for hardware. 

1Incentive unique per partner

Cloud

• Advanced Windows 
Security Features

• Conditional Access

• Windows Update for 
Business

• Microsoft Defender 
ATP

• Intune Wipe and Retire

Chip

• UEFI w/TPM 2.0

• SEMM

• Secure Boot

• BitLocker

• MDM UEFI 
Management

• Windows Hello

• Management portal

Block the Competition
By offering a fully integrated stack. Microsoft 365 E5 on Surface represents the best modern 

endpoint for your customers by combining the security, manageability, and productivity of 

Microsoft software with a premium hardware experience.

Make Money
Ask your leadership about Surface attach incentives for your organization.1


